Anticipatory fuzzy control combines traditional fuzzy logic with feedback concepts and prediction of system behavior. Fuzzy rules in the system can be 'nested' so that it is not necessary to evaluate all rules at each time step if some smaller subset of rules will produce acceptable system behavior. A special case of anticipatory fuzzy control, the Laissez-Faire controller anticipates the unforced movement of the system, and ifthe system will move to decrease error, applies a control value of "0." The somewhat whimsical name "Laissez-Faire" comes fi-om the well-known political doctrine of "that government is best which govems least;" i.e., anticipatory f k y rules are applied to generate a nonzero control value only when the anticipated behavior of the unforced system is unacceptable. This approach sigtllficantly decreases control energy necessary to control system performance, as well as processing time (as when the predicted unforced system behavior is acceptable, no further fuzzy rules must be computed to determine the desired control value). Results are given comparing the response of the system as controlled by the Laissez-Faire Anticipatory Fuzzy Controller, a standard fuzzy logic controller, anticipatory fuzzy control, and a linear quadratic regulator.
INTRODUCTION
Anticipatory ikzy control combines traditional fuzzy logic with prediction of system behavior. This allows the designer to fully utilize all available control expertise for the system, while enabling the system to automatically eliminate control values which would have an undesirable effect on system performance.
This controller demonstrates desirable robustness properties when compared to standard control techniques [ 11. Laissez-Faire Anticipatory FUZZY Control retains many of the benefits of anticipatory control, while significantly decreasing control cost.
The example system to which the method is applied in this study is control of the Control Structures Interaction Suitcase Demonstrator developed at NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center. The CSI Suitcase Demonstrator is a flexible beam, mounted at one end with springs and bearings, and with a single actuator capable of rotating the beam about a pin at the ked end. The control objective is to return the tip of the Eree Anticipatory fuzzy logic control has been demonstrated to successfully control the system and to exhibit desirable robustness properties compared to conventional control [ 11.
ANTICIPATORY FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL
Anticipatory fuzzy logic control differs fiom traditional fuzzy control in that once fuzzy rules have been used to generate a control value (as in standard fuzzy logic), a predictive routine built into the controller is called to anficipate the effect of the proposed control on the system output. If using the current control value will result in system behavior which is in some way unacceptable, additional d e s are called. This methd may be used to nest as many sets of rules as desired. Advantages of this approach are first, that testing rules allows use of only as many rules as are necessary to achieve desired system performance, resulting in savings in computer run time; and second, by predicting system performance, controls which would result in unstable or otherwise Unacceptable system performance can be eliminated before they are sent to the system. This method essentially adds feedback to the fuzzy system, but it is feedback based an the predictedfuture performance of the system rather than being based on past system states or outputs.
The anticipatoly method described here contains, as part of the controller, a mathematical simulation of the system to be controlled. This simulation performs the prediction function necessary for the anticipatory feature of the control.
This system has been shown to possess many desirable qualities, such as resilience to noise and modeling mors [ 11. This will be illustrated in the Results section of the paper.
ANTICIPATORY LAISSEZ-FAIRE FUZZY CONTROL
While anticipatory fuzzy control has been shown to have many desirable properties such as resilience to noise and modeling errors, it is not always optimum in terms of control cost or procesSing required [ 11. A special case of anticipatory fuzzy control, the Laissez-Faire controller anticipates the u n f d movement of the system, and if the system will move to decrease error, applies a control value of "0." The somewhat whimsical name "Laissez-Faire" comes fi-om the well-known political doctrine of "that government is best which governs least;" i.e., anticipatory fuzzy rules are applied to generate a r " control value only when the anticipated behavior of the unforced system is unacceptable. That this approach significantly decreases control energy necessary to control system performance will be demonstrated in the Results section of this paper. This method can also decrease required processing time: the Laissez-Faire rule judging the predicted unforced system behavior of the system is the first rule to be evaluated, so when the unforced response is acceptable, no finther fuzzy rules must be computed to determine the correct control value. "Acceptable" unforced system response is defined in this case as the system tending to zero error without a ~wlllzero control value being applied at the current time step.
CONCLUSIONS
Fuzzy control methods have been shownd to adequately control the CSI Suitcase Demonstrator. A new type of anticipatory Laissez-Faire fuzzy controller has been developed, and has been shown to exhibit desirable resilience to noise, while signtficantly decreasing control cost and computation time. This new controller shows promise for application to systems which can be effectively controlled by anticipatory fuzzy logic control, with its desirable robustness p r o m e s , but in which control costs and computation costs are a consideration This makes Laissez-Fake limy control a promising candidate for many future applications in the real world.
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RESULTS
All computer simulations in this study were performed on an IBM-compatible 486 PC equipped with MATLAl3.
Performance of the system with no forcing function exhibits sustained oscillation and collstant offset in the system response.
The output of the system when controlled with a standard fuzzy controller, with an anticipatory fuzzy controller, with a linear quadratic regulator (chosen by the NASA sponsors of the original project as the benchmark for comparison purposes), and the Laissez-Faire Controller @FC) is shown in Figure 1 .
Each of the candidate controllers drives the system response to zero in approximately the same amount of time. The standard fuzzy controller exhibits considerable overshot and some oscillation, while the output of the other controlled systems is much smoother. The LQR response contains almost no ovefshoof while the Laissez-Faire Controller has slightly more overshoot than the anticipatory fuzzy controller. If driving the system to zero smootl@ were the cmly consideration, one might choose the LQR as the best candidate; however, one advantage of the Laissez-Faire controller becomes clear when control energy is COIlsidefed (Figure 2) . The measure used for control energyWaSuIlWldd ' : the simple square of the control was used, so no units are given. The total control energies for the contrdlers were 2261.3 for the LQR, 2959.2 for the standard fuzzy controller, 207.9 for the anticipatory fuzzy controller, and 12 1.6 for the Laissez-Faire Controller. Thus while the Laissez-Faire Controller has more overshoot than the anticipatory fuzzy and LQR controllers, the necessary control energy for the LFC is ady 58.5% of the energy required for full anticipatory fizzy logic control and 5.38% of that required by the LQR Furhzmmq in the given example, in 47.15% of the timesteps the Laissez-Faire controller judged that the unforced system response was acceptable; since in these cases only a single anticipatory fuzzy rule was evaluated, savings in computation were also sigdicant.
The resilience of fuzzy systems to error also gives the fuzzy systems the potential to outperfom standard control methods such as LQR (to which exact values are more critical) when noise is present. As will be shown in the presentation, the anticipatory fizzy and Laissez-Faire fuzzy systems can still umtrol the system effectively when noise is present, while the LQR becomes markedly unstable. 
